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Abstract
White matter hyperintensities (WMH) have been extensively associated with cognitive impairment and reductions in gray matter volume (GMv) independently. This
study explored whether WMH lesion volume mediates the relationship between
cerebral patterns of GMv and cognition in 521 (mean age 57.7 years) cognitively
unimpaired middle-aged individuals. Episodic memory (EM) was measured with the
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Memory Binding Test and executive functions (EF) using five WAIS-IV subtests.
WMH were automatically determined from T2 and FLAIR sequences and characterized using diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) parameters. WMH volume was entered
as a mediator in a voxel-wise mediation analysis relating GMv and cognitive performance (with both EM and EF composites and the individual tests independently). The
mediation model was corrected by age, sex, education, number of Apolipoprotein E
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(APOE)-ε4 alleles and total intracranial volume. We found that even at very low levels
of WMH burden in the cohort (median volume of 3.2 mL), higher WMH lesion volume
was significantly associated with a widespread pattern of lower GMv in temporal, frontal, and cerebellar areas. WMH mediated the relationship between GMv and EF, mainly
driven by processing speed, but not EM. DWI parameters in these lesions were compatible with incipient demyelination and axonal loss. These findings lead to the reflection on the relevance of the control of cardiovascular risk factors in middle-aged
individuals as a valuable preventive strategy to reduce or delay cognitive decline.
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1 | I N T RO D UC T I O N

segregated and did not show overlap cerebral networks (Cacciaglia,
Molinuevo, Sánchez-Benavides, et al., 2018). As efforts to reduce the

White matter hyperintensities (WMH) are commonly detected in the

global burden of dementia progressively shift toward prevention, a better

brain of elderly individuals through magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

understanding of the mechanisms linking WMH with neurodegeneration

(Longstreth et al., 1996) and are thought to have a vascular etiology,

is of utmost importance (Prins & Scheltens, 2015; Winblad et al., 2016).

although their histopathological substrate might be heterogeneous as

Prior studies have shown that high WMH burden is associated with

shown by pathological studies (Mortamais, Artero, & Ritchie, 2014;

GM atrophy (Wen, Sachdev, Chen, & Anstey, 2006) in the temporal lobe

Prins & Scheltens, 2015) as well as by microstructural characterization

(Habes et al., 2016; Rizvi et al., 2018; Swardfager et al., 2018) and the

of WMH with diffusion-weighted MRI imaging (Bastin et al., 2009;

frontal cortex (Raji et al., 2012; Rizvi et al., 2018). However, the regional

Wardlaw, Valdés Hernández, & Muñoz-Maniega, 2015; Zhong & Lou,

patterns of brain atrophy associated with higher WMH burden are still

2016). Even they are relatively frequent in asymptomatic individuals

not widely understood in cognitively unimpaired young individuals.

(Arvanitakis et al., 2016; Birdsill et al., 2014; Brugulat-Serrat et al.,
2017; Kloppenborg, Nederkoorn, Geerlings, & van den Berg, 2014),
WMH burden has been shown to exert a negative impact on cognition (Arvanitakis et al., 2016; Bolandzadeh, Davis, Tam, Handy, & LiuAmbrose, 2012; Jiang et al., 2018; Lampe et al., 2017) mainly in executive function (EF) (Desmond, 2002; de Groot et al., 2000; Jiang et al.,
2018; Kloppenborg et al., 2014; Ramirez, McNeely, Scott, Stuss, &
Black, 2014). WMH also increase the risk of cognitive decline and
Alzheimer's disease (AD), contributing to its progression and severity
(Habes et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2008). Risk factors of WMH overlap
with those of AD such as aging, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia,
and diabetes (Christiane et al., 2010; Habes et al., 2016; Jeerakathil
et al., 2004; Kivipelto et al., 2006; Murray et al., 2005; Salvadó et al.,
2019). Regarding hereditary risk factors for AD, Apolipoprotein E

Nonetheless, few studies have explored the effects on cognition of
both WMH and GMv take into account simultaneously. A recent crosssectional study found that global and regional cortical thickness mediated
the relationship between WMH and global cognition in a mixed sample
of cognitively healthy individuals, mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and
AD patients (Rizvi et al., 2018). Authors also looked for the effect in ADrelated regions, such as the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus and
showed an indirect effect in the association of frontal, parietal and occipital WMH with memory performance. Previous studies showed that GMv
mediated the association between WMH burden with EF and EM, again
in nondemented individuals (Knopman et al., 2015), and in mixed
populations of individuals with cardiovascular risk factors and AD patients
(Swardfager et al., 2018) (details of these previous studies are shown in
Table 1). However, the extent to which these associations are present in
cognitively unimpaired individuals has not yet been fully assessed.

(APOE)-ε4 allele is the major known genetic risk factor for AD (Corder

Studies using mediation pathway analysis have typically selected

et al., 1993; Farrer et al., 1997; Izaks et al., 2011; Jack et al., 2015;

WMH as predictor, whose association with cognition was mediated

Lim et al., 2015) and has also been associated with increased WMH

by GMv under the assumption that there is a causal relationship

load (Brickman et al., 2014; Rojas et al., 2017; Schilling et al., 2013).

between the presences of WMH with brain atrophy and between

Normal aging is also characterized by gray matter volume (GMv) loss

both of them with cognition. However, it is worth noting that causal-

(Ramanoël et al., 2018) with the frontal and temporal lobes being the

ity cannot be inferred from correlations observed in cross-sectional

regions with the highest degree of GM loss (Driscoll et al., 2009), which

observational studies. Therefore, the difference between selecting

is also considered to be marker of neurodegeneration (Dong et al., 2015).

one variable or another as mediator is the main pairwise association

Cross-sectional studies have also revealed a regional relationship

that is intended to be explained by the mediation (MacKinnon, Fair-

between GMv and cognition in cognitively unimpaired individuals

child, & Fritz, 2007). Unlike previous literature, here we focus on

(Duarte et al., 2006; Tuladhar et al., 2015). In this context, the brain

explaining the association between patterns of GMv and cognition as

structural networks supporting EM and EF appeared to be spatially

this association is stronger than the one between WMH and

CU
MCI
AD

CU

Sunnybrook dementia
study

Atherosclerosis risk in
communities (ARIC)

Swardfager
et al.
(2018)

Knopman
et al.
(2015)

75.55
(5.21)

70.7 (9.4)

702

1906

73.98 (5.6)

519

58

46.2

56.2

Women
(%)

37% <11
years

14.1 (3.7)

12.8 (4.5)

Education,
years (SD)

Volumetric

Volumetric

Volumetric

17.29
(16.86)

7.7 (12.4)

5.5 (7.1)

WMH
WMH
volume
measurement (cm3)

ROI-based

Temporal ROIbased

Global ROIbased

Cortical
thickness
measurement

Hippocampal =
6.89 (0.93)
Posterior ROI =
59.07 (6.90)
Frontal ROI =
150.21
(16.00)

Inferred as
BPFb

2.434 (0.115)

Cortical
thickness
(mm)

X: WMH
Y: Verbal recall
M1: Left
temporal
atrophy
M2: Verbal
learningc

X: WMH
Y: Cognition
M: Cortical
thinninga

Mediation

X: WMH
Memory
Executive Y: Cognition
function M: Cortical
thinningd
Language

Memory

Global
Memory

Cognition

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer's disease; BPF, brain parenchymal fraction; CU, cognitively normal; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; M, mediation; ROI, region of interest; TIV, total intracranial volume; WMH,
white matter hyperintensities.
a
Model adjusted by age, education, and TIV.
b
Model adjusted by age, sex, race, education, history of diabetes mellitus, history of hypertension, history of alcohol use, history of smoking, APOE-ε4 genotype, and TIV.
c
Left temporal atrophy = 0.78 (0.06).
d
Model adjusted by age, education, sex, and TIV.

CU
MCI
AD

Population N

Washington HeightsInwood
Columbia aging
project
(WHICAP)

Study sample

Age,
years (SD)

Previous cross-sectional studies that apply mediation analysis between WMH, cortical thickness, and cognition

Rizvi et al.
(2018)

Reference
(year)

TABLE 1
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cognition, as shown in previous studies with the same cohort
(Brugulat-Serrat et al., 2019; Cacciaglia, Molinuevo, SánchezBenavides, et al., 2018).

TABLE 2

Characteristics of the study population (N = 521)

Age, years, mean (SD) (range)
Sex, female, no. (%)

Therefore, in this work, we examine in cognitively unimpaired
middle-aged participants the mediating role of WMH lesion volume in
the relationship between cognition and topographical patterns of
GMv. To this end, we used the Multilevel Mediation and Moderation
(M3) toolbox (Wager, Davidson, Hughes, Lindquist, & Ochsner, 2008;
Wager et al., 2009) for voxel-based morphometry (VBM) imaging data.

Education, years, mean (SD)

256 (49.2)

One APOE- ε4 alleles

201 (38.6)

Two APOE- ε4 alleles

graphically unbiased way. To better understand the pathological sub-

WMH volume, mL (Q1–Q3)

parameters.

2 | METHODS

13.7 (3.6)

None

This method enables the evaluation of mediation effects in a topo-

lesions by means of diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance (DWI)

315 (60.5)

Number of APOE-ε4 alleles, no. (%)

TIV, mL (Q1–Q3)

strate of WMH in our healthy sample, we further characterized WMH

57.7 (7.4) (44–75 years)

64 (12.3)
1416 (1328–1,490)
3.2 (1.09–3.69)

Periventricular WMH volume,
mL (Q1–Q3)

1.23 (0.53–1.55)

Deep WMH volume, mL
(Q1–Q3)

1.10 (0.25–1.14)

Juxtacortical WMH, mL
(Q1–Q3)

0.68 (0.16–0.75)

Cognitive evaluation, mean (SD)

2.1 | Participants

Episodic memory

0.01 (0.9)

The ALFA (for ALzheimer and FAmilies) cohort, established by the

Executive function

0.01 (0.6)

Barcelonaβeta Brain Research Center (BBRC), is composed of 2,743

Memory Binding Test

cognitively normal participants aged between 45 and 75 years

Total paired recall (0–32)

24.1 (4.6)

(Molinuevo et al., 2016). A subset of 608 participants was selected to

Total free recall (0–32)

16.5 (5.2)

participate

Paired recall pairs (0–16)

in

the

present

study

(Clinicaltrials.gov

Identifier:

NCT02198586) that was approved by the Ethics Committee of the
“Parc de Salut Mar” (Barcelona, Spain; MRI/FBB2014v1.0). A detailed
description of the inclusion criteria can be found in (Cacciaglia,
Molinuevo, Falcón, et al, 2018) but in brief, those subjects who were
carriers of APOE-ε4 and APOE-ε2, and those with family history of AD
were prioritized. All participants accepted the study procedures by
signing the informed consent. 576 participants provided valid MRI
scans, out of which 32 had to be discarded due to MRI incidental find-

9.2 (3.4)

Total delayed free recall (0–32)

16.9 (5.3)

Total delayed paired recall
(0–32)

23.9 (4.7)

Pairs in delayed free recall
(0–16)

6.4 (3.1)

Semantic proactive interference
(%)

75.3 (18.8)

WAIS-IV subtests

ings (n = 10 meningioma, n = 3 hydrocephaly, n = 6 Chiari malforma-

Visual puzzles (0–26)

tion type I, n = 4 mega cisterna magna, n = 4 posterior fossa cyst,

Digit span forward (0–16)

8.5 (2.1)

n = 3 anterior fossa cyst and n = 1 not specified) and 11 due to poor

Digit span backward (0–16)

8.0 (2.1)

image quality. From 533 the remaining participants, 12 were excluded

Digit span sequencing (0–16)

due to WMH segmentation failure, rendering a final sample of
521 participants. The mean age of the final sample was 57.7 years
and 60.5% were women. Sixty-four participants (12.3%) were APOEε4 homozygotes, 201 (38.6%) were APOE-ε4 heterozygotes, and

13.3 (4.3)

8.4 (2.1)

Matrix reasoning (0–26)

16.4 (4.3)

Similarities (0–36)

22.6 (4.7)

Coding (0–135)

65.6 (15.1)

256 (49.2%) were ε4 allele noncarriers. The median WMH load was
3.2 mL. The main characteristics of the participants are displayed in

We analyzed seven MBT main outcomes corresponding to two main

Table 2.

areas: learning and immediate recall, and delayed recall. EF was
assessed by means of five WAIS-IV subtests: the digit span (immedi-

2.2 | Cognitive measures

ate and working memory): forward, backward and sequencing; coding
subtest (processing speed); matrix reasoning and visual puzzles (fluid

The Memory Binding Test (MBT) (Buschke, 2014) was used to evalu-

intelligence); and similarities (abstract verbal reasoning).

ate verbal EM. This test assesses immediate and delayed retention of
verbal information (after a lapse of 25–35 min) through a controlled
learning process of two lists of 16 words belonging to 16 different
semantic categories presented in the same order. Further detail on

2.3 | MRI acquisition

the administration procedure of the MBT and an exhaustive descrip-

MRI scans for all participants were acquired on the same 3.0T scanner

tion of each of the variables can be found in (Gramunt et al., 2015).

(GE Discovery MR750 W 3T) using the same protocol that included a

5
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T1-, three T2-weighted sequences (fluid-attenuated inversion recov-

complexity using the Bayesian Inference Criterion. Once the model

ery [FLAIR], fast spin echo [FSE], and gradient echo [GRE]) and

has converged, a postprocessing step is applied to extract probability

diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) sequence. The T1-weighted

maps of candidate lesion voxels that are then further corrected for

sequence had an isotropic voxel size of 1 mm3 with a matrix size of

spurious false positive detection using the output of the parcellation

256 × 256 × 160 (TR/TE/TI = 8.0/3.7/450 ms, NSA = 1, flip angle = 8 ).

algorithm to avoid regions prone to artifacts. Volumetric measure-

T2- and T2*-weighted sequences, with a voxel size of 1 × 1 × 3 mm,

ments are derived as the sum of this probability map over a region of

were as follows: fluid attenuation inversion recovery (FLAIR: TR/TE/

interest (ROI). WMH volumes were also calculated in periventricular

TI = 11,000/90/2600 ms, flip angle = 160 ), fast spin echo

WMH (PVWMH), deep WMH (DWMH), and juxtacortical WMH

(TR/TE = 5000/85 ms, flip angle = 110 ), and gradient echo (GRE:

(JCWMH) as described previously (Sudre et al., 2017).

TR/TE = 1300/23 ms, flip angle = 15 ). Finally, DW volumes were
acquired

with

64

distinct

diffusion-encoding

directions

(b = 1,000 s mm− 2). The field of view was 256 × 256 mm, and the imag-

2.6 | DWI processing

ing matrix was 128 × 128 with 56 slices and slice thickness 2 mm, giving

The WMH probability maps first registered to T1-space were then

2-mm isotropic voxels.

registered to DWI space using ANTs' nonlinear algorithm (Avants,
Tustison, & Song, 2009). DWI images were used to generate fractional

2.4 | T1-weighted images processing

anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD), axial diffusivity (AxD), and
radial diffusivity (RD) maps using the FSL Diffusion Toolbox

The 3D-T1w images were segmented into GM and WM tissue using

(Jenkinson, Beckmann, Behrens, Woolrich, & Smith, 2012). DWI

the new segment function implemented in Statistical Parametric Map-

images were normalized to the MNI standard space by coregistering

ping software (SPM 12, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neurosci-

all participants' FA data to a common space using FMRIB's Software

ence, London, UK), and located into a common space for subsequent

Library (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) Nonlinear Image Registration

normalization using a 9-affine parameter transformation. Segmented

Tool. These same parameters were applied to DWI-space WMH prob-

images were then used to generate a reference template object of the

ability maps to warp them to the same MNI-space group template.

sample, which was warped into a standard Montreal Neurological

Then, DWI parameters were recorded in voxels categorized as WMH

Institute (MNI) space using the high dimensional DARTEL toolbox

as well as in normally appearing white matter (NAWM) in equivalent

(Ashburner, 2007). The generated flow fields and normalization

white matter locations across the group. This last step is explained

parameters were then implemented to normalize the native GM and

further in Section 2.7.3.

WM images to the MNI space. In order to preserve the native local
amount of GM as well as WM volume, we applied a modulation step,
where each voxel signal's intensity was multiplied by the Jacobian

2.7 | Statistical analysis

determinants derived from the normalization procedure (Good et al.,

2.7.1 | Cognitive outcomes

2001). Quality control of normalization was assured by checking the
sample homogeneity with the computational anatomy toolbox

First, we computed two global z-scores for the cognitive measures:

(CAT12) (http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/cat/) using nonsmoothed data,

EM from MBT and EF from WAIS-IV subtests. These global measures

which did not return errors in the registration procedure in any sub-

were calculated by averaging normalized raw scores of all subtests in

ject. Finally, images were spatially smoothed with an 8 mm full-width

each domain. Figure S1 shows the cross-correlation and statistical sig-

at half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. Total intracranial volume

nificance between pairs of cognitive scores.

(TIV) was computed by summing the segmented GM, WM, and CSF
for each individual.

2.5 | WMH segmentation and quantification

2.7.2 | Mediation analysis
First, we tested the normality distribution of WMH load (Figure S2).
Given the great skewness of the distribution of WMH load, which

WMH were automatically segmented using a Bayesian algorithm

log-transformation did not solve, all the following analyses were per-

(Sudre et al., 2015) and quality control of this segmentation was per-

formed with nonparametric techniques.

formed visually for each participant by a trained rater. In short,

In the mediation analysis, we defined GMv as the predictor (X),

T1-weighted, T2-weighted and T2-FLAIR images are rigidly cor-

WMH (global and divided by distance to the ventricle; PVWMH,

egistered using the NiftyReg package (Modat et al., 2014). The data is

DWMH, and JCWMH, or by lobes) as the mediator (M) and cognitive

then modeled as a multivariate Gaussian mixture model that simulta-

performance as outcome (Y). See Figure 1 for a schematic representa-

neously accounts for healthy tissue and unexpected observations and

tion of the mediation analysis and accompanying definitions. The

is constrained by participant-specific statistical tissue priors derived

VBM pairwise and mediation analyses were performed using the M3

from the Geodesic Information Flows algorithm (Cardoso et al., 2015).

Toolbox of SPM (Wager et al., 2008; Wager et al., 2009) with boo-

The number of required Gaussian components is dynamically deter-

tstrapping techniques to address the non-normal distribution of

mined on a patient level to ensure a balance between model fit and

WMH volumes. This method partitions the variance shared by X and

6
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scores (EM and EF) and all the outcomes of MBT and WAIS-IV individually. Age, sex, education, TIV, and APOE (number of ε4 alleles)
were introduced as confounders in the VBM analysis adjusting all the
paths associations between mediators and outcomes.
We studied all the relationships or paths as they all give some relevant information. First, we looked at the total association between
GMv and cognition (total effect; c) by the VBM analysis. Secondly, we
evaluated pairwise associations between GMv-WMH burden (path a)
and WMH burden-cognition (path b) independently. The correlation
between WMH burden and cognition (path b) was the only path not
to include GMv, for this reason we tested it independently with Spearman's rank test (divided by TIV and adjusting for the same
covariates as in the rest of the analysis). Next, we tested the mediaF I G U R E 1 Schematic illustration of the mediation statistical
model running in the study. All paths were adjusted for age, sex,
education, TIV, and number of APOE-ε4 alleles. GMv, gray matter
volume; TIV, total intracranial volume; WMH, white matter
hyperintensities

tion effect of the WMH load on the association between GMv and
cognition (path ab). And, finally, we assessed the association between
GMv and cognition after removing the mediation effect (direct effect;
c0 ). Statistical significance threshold was set to p < .005. This threshold
is the one most commonly used with the bootstrapping implementation in the M3 toolbox and provides a good balance between control
of false positives and sensitivity (Wager et al., 2008; Wager et al.,
2009). For total, direct and indirect effects we computed the mean
effect size dividing the β coefficients by standard deviation within the
areas that showed a significant mediation effect. Afterward, the pro
   
portion mediated was calculated; 1 − c^0 =c^ = a^b^ = a^b^ + c^0 (being ^
the absolute value) (Fleming & DeMets, 1996).
For all paths that included GMv, we only reported as significant
areas those that were bigger than 5% of the ROI from Neuromorphometrics atlas, and that included more than 100 voxels. The
maximum Z effect was computed for each significant brain regions.

2.7.3 | DWI parameters
To better characterize WMH in our sample, we compared DWI
parameters (FA, MD, AxD, and RD) between WMH and NAWM in
the same brain locations. In order to restrict the subsequent analysis
only to voxels with the highest class probability (of being WMH or
NAWM) and to ensure that interclass comparisons would be performed on sufficient participants across the group, we filtered voxels
based on the two following rules. First, voxels with a probability of
being WMH higher than 0.9 (lower than 0.1) were classified as WMH
(NAWM, respectively). Voxels with probabilities between 0.1 and 0.9
were left out of this analysis. Then, for every voxel in white matter,
F I G U R E 2 Association between GM volume and WMH burden
(path a). A greater WMH lesion volume was associated with lower
GMv in specific brain regions, mainly in parietal, temporal, and frontal
areas. Cold color bar = negative relationship. GMv, gray matter
volume; WMH, white matter hyperintensities [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

we counted the numbers of participants in which the voxel was classified either as a WMH or as NAWM. Voxels with a minimum of 10 participants classified as WMH and a minimum of 10 classified as
NAWM were included in the final mask. In these voxels only, values
of the DWI parameters were compared between WMH and NAWM
using t test. Differences in DWI parameters in WMH tissue were cal-

Y (total effect, denoted as c) into two components: one mediated by

culated as the percentage of change with respect NAWM:

M (indirect effect; ab) and another one independent from M (direct

(DWIWMH-DWINAWM)/ DWINAWM; and a two-sample t test and

effect; c0 ). Cognitive performance was analyzed by both global z-

a threshold for significance of p < .05 were carried out.
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TABLE 3

Correlation between global WMH load and cognitiona
Rho [95% CI]

p

Episodic memory

−0.07 [−0.156 to 0.001]

0.04*

Executive function

−0.07 [−0.152 to 0.012]

0.04*

Cognitive z-score composites

Memory Binding Test
Total free recall

−0.05 [−0.131 to 0.029]

0.12

Total delayed free recall

−0.07 [−0.156 to 0.001]

0.04*

Total paired recall

−0.05 [−0.130 to 0.037]

0.14

Total delayed paired recall

−0.07 [−0.155 to −0.001]

0.04*

Paired recall pairs

−0.06 [−0.146 to 0.019]

0.07

Pairs in delayed free recall

−0.08 [−0.166 to −0.001]

0.03*

Semantic proactive interference

−0.08 [−0.161 to 5.5e−05]

0.03*

Digit span forward

−0.01[−0.090 to 0.079]

0.42

Digit span backward

−0.09 [−0.174 to −0.001]

0.01*

Subtests of WAIS-IV

Digit span sequencing
Coding

0.03 [−0.056 to 0.110]

0.28

−0.06 [−0.135 to 0.023]

0.08

Visual puzzles

−0.01 [−0.095 to 0.070]

0.39

Matrix reasoning

−0.05 [−0.129 to 0.031]

0.12

Similarities

−0.06 [−0.143 to 0.024]

0.08

a

Cognition adjusted by age, sex, education and number of APOE-ε4 alleles.
WMH also adjusted by TIV.
*p < .05.

F I G U R E 3 Regions with significant WMH mediation effect on EF
performance. WMH load mediate the relationship between GM
volume and brain regions involved in EF performance. Mainly in frontal
and temporal regions, the indirect effect (path ab) is overlapped with
the regions with significant GM volume-WMH load association. The
statistical significance was set at p < .005. The paths were adjusted for
mediator-outcomes confounders: age, sex, education, TIV, and number
of APOE-ε4 alleles. EF, executive function; EM, episodic memory; GMv,
gray matter volume; WMH, white matter hyperintensities [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

and in frontal areas (Table S2). The regions with greater ROI percentage of this direct effect were the bilateral nucleus accumbens
(R = 59.0%, L = 55.98%), right amygdala (55.02%), and right caudate
nucleus (48.41%).

3.1.2 | WMH load versus cognition (path b)
Global WMH was significantly associated with lower performance on

2.7.4 | Additional analysis
As complementary analyses, we replicated the mediation analysis
defining WMH as predictor (X) and GM volume as mediator (M), after
adjusting by the previously described confounders. Finally, for total,
direct and indirect effects we computed the effect size of significant
regions in which the mediation effect (ab) was significative (p < .005)
in the main model for comparability.

EM (Rho = −0.07, p = 0.04) and EF (Rho = −0.07, p = 0.04) (Table 3).
Some subtests showed also a significant correlation with WMH: digit
span backwards (DSBs) (Rho = −0.09, p = 0.01), total delayed free
recall (Rho = −0.07, p = 0.04), total delayed paired recall (Rho = −0.07,
p = 0.04), pairs in delayed free recall (Rho = −0.08, p = 0.03) and
semantic proactive interference (Rho = −0.08, p = 0.03). Spearman's
rho values for correlations between regional WMH load divided distance to the ventricles and cognition are shown in Table S1.

3 | RESULTS
3.1 | Pairwise associations
3.1.1 | GM versus WMH load (path a)

3.1.3 | GM vs cognition (Total effect; path c)
A significant association between GMv and cognition was found with
nonoverlapping patterns linked to EF and EM (Figure 3). We found a

We found that a greater WMH lesion volume was associated with

significant total effect between GMv and EF (effect size = 0.821), but

lower GMv (Figure 2) in specific brain regions, mainly in the temporal

not in EM (Table 4).
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Total effect (c)
Effect size

Direct effect (c0 )
Effect size

Indirect effect (ab)
Effect size

PMa
%

Cognition composites
NS

NS

NS

–

0.821

0.441

2.020

82.0

0.378

0.019

2.010

99.1

Digit span backward

−0.300

−0.670

1.958

IMMb

Matrix reasoning

−0.951

−1.375

1.901

IMMb

Similarities

−1.149

−1.580

2.052

IMMb

−0.194

2.126

IMMb

Episodic memory
Executive function

T A B L E 4 Effect sizes of total (c),
direct (c0 ), and mediated (ab) paths within
regions with significant mediation
effect (p < .005)

Executive function outcomes
Coding

Mediation effect of WMH on EF by distance to ventricles
PVWMH

0.188

DWMH

1.102

0.728

1.976

68.1

JCWMH

−1.208

−1.399

1.367

IMMb

Abbreviations: PVWM, periventricular white matter hyperintensities; DWMH, deep white matter
hyperintensities; JCWMH, juxtacortical white matter hyperintensities; PM, percentage of mediation; NS,
nonsignificant; IMM, inconsistent mediation model.

   
a
PM (proportion of mediation) = 1 − c^0 =c^ = a^b^ = a^b^ + c^0 (Fleming & DeMets, 1996).
b

IMM, inconsistent mediation model (MacKinnon, Krull, & Lockwood, 2000).

3.2 | Mediation effects across GMv and cognitive
performance through WMH load
3.2.1 | Indirect effect (ab)

size = 2.052) (Table 4). The results of PVWMH and JCWMH mediation effect on DSB, matrix, and similarities performance showed
inconsistent mediation models (MacKinnon et al., 2000).

We found a significant partial mediation effect (effect size = 2.020) of
WMH volume in the relationship between GMv and EF performances
(Figure 4). This significant mediation effect was mainly driven by coding, which displayed an effect size (effect size = 2.010) that was one
order of magnitude higher than the rest of outcomes; about 99.1% of
the total effect of GMv on coding was mediated by WMH load
(Table 4, Figure 4 and Figure S6). Specifically, in temporal and frontal

3.2.2 | Direct effect (c0 )
After discounting the mediation effect, a direct significant association
remained between GMv and EF performance in the temporal pole,
inferior temporal and the insulae (effect size = 0.441) (Figure 4). The
total effect found between GMv and EM remained significant in the
same locations as direct effect (Figure S4).

regions was mainly driven by the mediation effects (ab) of DWMH (Table S4 and Figure S3). The significant brain regions with greater ROI
percentage of mediation effect were right frontal regions (orbital

3.3 | WMH characterization by DWI parameters

gyrus: anterior, 87.6%; medial, 57.1%; lateral, 87.6%; and posterior,
61.8%) and left frontal pole (76.9%), but also right accumbens area
(68.0%) and right planum polare (48.6) (Table S3). On the other hand,
we did not find a significant mediation effect of WMH in GMv of
regions involved in EM performance (Figure S4).
When we repeated the mediation analysis for EF including as
mediator WMH as distance to the ventricle, we found that the indirect effect of WMH on EF through GMv showed more significant

The mean percentage of change of DWI metrics compared for all
voxels in equivalent brain locations between WMH and NAWM is
represented in Figure 5. WMH showed lower FA (−8.46%; 95%CI:
[−7.84%, −9.08%]; p < .001) and increased diffusivity, particularly in
the radial direction (MD: +4.40%; 95% CI: [3.68%, 5.12%]; p < .001;
AxD: +1.40%; 95% CI: [0.82%, 1.97%]; p < .001; RD: +7.08%; 95% CI:
[6.23%, 7.93%]; p < .001).

regions for DWMH (effect size = 1.976) than for PVWMH (effect
size = 2.126) and JCWMH (effect size = 1.367) (Figure S3). Specifically, about 68.1% of the total effect of GMv on EF was mediated by
DWMH load mainly in temporal and frontal regions (Table 4).

3.4 | Additional analysis
In the mediation analysis defining WMH as predictor (X) and GMv as

Regarding other specific cognitive tests, we found a significant

mediator (M) (Figure 6), we did not find a GMv mediation effect

mediation effect of WMH in DSB (effect size = 1.958) (Figure S5),

across the relationship between WMH load and EF performance

matrix reasoning (effect size = 1.901), and similarities (effect

(effect size = −0.459) ( Table 5).
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F I G U R E 4 Mediation results from EF and coding performance. Total effect (path c): GMv-coding relationship. Direct effect (path c0 ): effect of
GMv in cognitive domain performance after removing the mediation effect. Indirect effect (path ab): mediation effect across GMv and EF and
coding performance through WMH load. After accounting for the mediation effect, a direct significant association (path c0 ) remained between
GMv in the temporal pole, inferior temporal and the insular in coding. Statistical significance was set at p < .005. Paths were adjusted for
mediator-outcomes confounders: age, sex, education, TIV, and number of APOE-ε4 alleles. Hot color bar = positive relationship. GMv, gray matter
volume; WMH, white matter hyperintensities [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

4 | DISCUSSION

cerebellum. In turn, WMH volume mediates the relationship between
GMv and EF in frontal and temporal regions, including the hippocam-

In this work, we have studied whether WMH volume mediates the

pus, as well as in the thalamus. Specifically, the most significant WMH

relationship between GMv and cognition in cognitively unimpaired

mediating effect was found for processing speed as measured by the

middle-aged participants to extend previous findings in older

Coding subtest. Concerning EM, even though we found significant

populations with additional comorbidities (Knopman et al., 2015; Rizvi

relationship between GMv and WMH in regions involved in this cog-

et al., 2018; Swardfager et al., 2018; Tuladhar et al., 2015), to a youn-

nitive domain, such as hippocampus, we did not find a significant

ger and healthier cohort both from the cognitive and cerebrovascular

mediation effect. This result is in line with previous work (Cacciaglia,

standpoint. Our results show that, even in such a low-risk population,

Molinuevo, Sánchez-Benavides, et al., 2018) suggesting that this area

higher WMH lesion volume is significantly associated with a wide-

shows a relatively low involvement in MBT performance.

spread pattern of lower GMv in frontal, occipital, and temporal

We found that WMH showed significantly low FA values and an

regions, including the hippocampus, as well as in the thalamus and

increased diffusivity compared with NAWM in equivalent brain
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interpretation of the microstructural alterations leading to altered
DWI parameters should be taken with caution as they can be related
to multiple causes (Scholz et al., 2009). Previous studies in disease and
in model systems suggested that changes in DWI metrics are
unspecific and sensitive to a variety of biological phenomena
(Alexander et al., 2007; Melhem et al., 2002; Song et al., 2002; Zhang
et al., 2012).
For mediation to be considered as significant, paths a, b, and ab
are required to show significant associations (MacKinnon et al., 2007).
These requirements are met in our own findings and are also
supported by previous literature. We found that greater WMH volume related to lower GMv in extensive brain regions comprising temF I G U R E 5 Mean percentage of change of DWI metrics compared
in equivalent brain locations between WMH and NAWM. WMH
showed significant lower FA and increased diffusivity. RD shows
significantly larger changes than in AxD in WMH. All the differences
were statistically significant at p < .001. Error bars show 95% of
CI. AxD, axial diffusivity; DWI, diffusion-weighted imaging; FA,
fractional anisotropy; MD, mean diffusivity; RD, radial diffusivity

poral, frontal and occipital areas, thalamus and cerebellum. Previous
studies showed a relationship between WMH and global GM atrophy
also in the temporal (Habes et al., 2016; Swardfager et al., 2018), and
frontal cortex (Raji et al., 2012), and in the bilateral hippocampus
(Habes et al., 2016). However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous research has looked at for the joint impact of both WMH and
GMv on cognition using voxel-wise approach (Rizvi et al., 2018; Wen
et al., 2006). Regarding path c, we had previously established in this
cohort that EM and EF rely on nonoverlapping cerebral structural networks (Cacciaglia, Molinuevo, Sánchez-Benavides, et al., 2018).
In the present study, the mediation analysis (path ab) showed a
significant indirect effect of GMv on EF performance through WMH
volume regionally, such as in frontal and temporal areas. Particularly,
we found that the behavior of the EF composite was mainly driven by
the indirect effects (ab) of DWMH, particularly for processing speed.
These results are consistent with an earlier study that found that
processing speed was partially mediated by posterior cortical regions
atrophy, such as hippocampus, parahippocampus gyrus, and entorhinal cortex (Knopman et al., 2015). In line with this, we found signifi-

F I G U R E 6 Schematic illustration of the alternative mediation
model All paths were adjusted for age, sex, education, TIV, and
number of APOE-ε4 alleles. GMv, gray matter volume; TIV, total
intracranial volume; WMH, white matter hyperintensities

cant mediation effects in regions belonging to the executive control
network, such as the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the anterior cingulate gyrus (Vincent, Kahn, Snyder, Raichle, & Buckner, 2008), and the
thalamus (Marzinzik et al., 2008). Regarding the regional pattern of
the WMH mediating effect, it was more significant for deep than in

locations. In addition, the WMH changes in RD were significantly
larger than in AxD compared with NAWM. These results may reflect a
reduction of WM microstructural organization in these brain locations
being the results compatible with axonal loss and/or demyelination
(Alexander, Lee, Lazar, & Field, 2007; Scholz, Tomassini, & JohansenBerg, 2009; Song et al., 2002; Zhang, Aggarwal, & Mori, 2012). Taken
together, there may be several mechanistic explanations for our findings. On the one hand, ischemic injury to the axons might impair the

periventricular WMH. Previous literature has determined that WMH
progression extends from the PVWMH to DWMH in subcortical
white matter (Prins & Scheltens, 2015). DWMH is functionally more
relevant (Wen et al., 2006) and related to reduced cognitive function
than PVWMH, which is in line with our findings.
Previous cross-sectional studies in older nondemented samples
(Knopman et al., 2015) or including MCI and AD patients (Rizvi et al.,
2018; Swardfager et al., 2018) that used mediation pathway analysis
selected WMH as predictor, whose association with cognition was

connectivity of distal cortical and subcortical regions and eventually

mediated by GMv. For comparability with these previous reposts, we

lead to reduced GMv and/or neuronal loss. On the other hand, there

built an alternative mediation model with GMv as the mediator of the

is also ample evidence that WMH may be the result of degenerative

association between WMH load and cognitive performance (Figure 6).

axonal loss secondary to neuronal damage due to Wallerian degenera-

In this alternative model, we could not find a significant mediating

tion. Alternatively, ischemia could be leading to both vascular brain

effect of GMv (in the same regions where the mediating effect of

injury and neurodegeneration. Even though implicit in the mediation

WMH was significant in the main model) in the relationship between

pathway model, analysis of cross-sectional data cannot establish a

WMH load and EF performance (Table 5). While in our main model

causal link between the studied variables. In addition, the

the indirect effect (path ab) could account for most of the total
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T A B L E 5 Effect sizes of total (c),
direct (c0 ), and mediated (ab) paths within
regions with significant mediation effect
(p < .005) of the alternative mediation
model (X = WMH volume;
M = GMv; Y = EF)

Executive function

Total effect (c)

Direct effect (c0 )

Indirect effect (ab)

PM

Effect size*

Effect size*

Effect size*

%

−2.854

−2.731

−0.459

14.4


   
Abbreviations: PM, proportion of mediation = 1 − c^0 =c^ = a^b^ = a^b^ + c^0 (Fleming & DeMets, 1996).
*Effect size in significant brain regions in which the mediation effect (ab) was significant (p < .005) in the
main model.

observed effect (path c), this was not the case for the alternative

to have lowered the statistical power in this study. Another limitation is

model. Given that path a is identical in both models, this indicates that

the lack of core AD biomarkers. Prior research suggested that WMH

path b in our main model (i.e., WMH volume after accounting for the

load might interact with the hallmarks of AD pathology, such as abnor-

effect of GMv) showed a higher effect size (effect size of path ab of

mal deposition of β-amyloid (Aβ) (Gold et al., 2017) and tau-protein

the main model: 0.2020) that could explain a significantly higher per-

(McAleese et al., 2017) in cognitively unimpaired participants. Therefore,

centage of the total effect (percentage of mediation path ab of the

the study of the impact of core AD pathology on the mediation effects

main model: 82.0%) than path b in the alternative model (i.e., GMv

here described represents an important topic for future research.

after accounting for WMH) with an effect size of (−0.459) that only
explained 14.4% of the total effect (Table 5). The comparison of the

5 | C O N CL U S I O N

results of both models suggests that WMH has an independent effect
on EF which cannot be accounted by GMv in middle-aged cognitively

In middle-aged cognitively unimpaired participants we found that

intact individuals with low WMH burden. On the other hand, the pre-

higher WMH lesion volume was significantly associated with a wide-

vious results in older and/or cognitively impaired individuals indicate

spread pattern of lower GMv in temporal, frontal and occipital areas as

that in these individuals with a higher WMH burden, GMv exerts an

well as in the thalamus and cerebellum. WMH volume significantly

additional effect of cognitive function that is independent of WMH

mediated the association between processing speed, and GMv in

burden. This may also explain why, in contrast to previous findings

extensive brain regions encompassing frontal and temporal regions,

(Rizvi et al., 2018; Swardfager et al., 2018), we did not find a signifi-

including the thalamus. Concerning EM, we did not find a significant

cant mediation effect with EM performance in our main model. An

mediation effect. This study provides novel evidence of the impact of

additional factor that could explain such a discrepancy might be the

WMH on GM and cognition even in a healthy middle-aged population.

test that we used to measure EM (MBT), whose characteristics may

In light of these results, the control of modifiable risk factors in individ-

differ from those of the other memory tests used in similar reports.

uals at higher risk of developing WMH might represent a valuable pre-

We previously showed that, in cognitively unimpaired middle-aged

ventive strategy to reduce or delay the onset of cognitive decline.

participants, better EM performance was significantly associated with
lower GMv in several brain regions modulated by aging (Cacciaglia,
Molinuevo, Sánchez-Benavides, et al., 2018). This result is consistent
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